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Biomimetic sonar design and the investigation of the role of peripheral dynamics for target classification in bat biosonar

Joseph V. Sutlive

(ABSTRACT)

The biosonar system of bats has many unique adaptations which allow for navigation in extremely cluttered environments. One such adaptation is the rapid motion of the pinna and noseleaf observed in certain families of old-world bats (Rhinolophidae and Hipposideridae). Little is known about the physical properties about this adaptation affects emitted pulses or incoming echoes. To explore the physical properties of biosonar systems utilizing dynamic peripheries, biomimetic sonar systems have been devised, which can be used to simulate the structural characteristics of the pinna and noseleaf geometry as well as the motor characteristics. Using this method, it was determined that the changing conformations of the biomimetic baffles were responsible for time-variant signatures in echoes. These signatures could be seen in echoes from a variety of both simple and complex target shapes. Then to further the capabilities of the device, an improved actuation system was devised using pneumatic actuation. This allowed for the baffles to make several unique motions as opposed to being restricted to one previously. It was also shown that the distinct motion profiles of the system led to distinct differences in the received acoustic signal. The features encoded by this system could lead to improvements in the development of improved sensing of smaller autonomous systems.
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(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

Bats are known for using echolocation in addition to sight for hunting and navigating at night. The capabilities of bats and their “sonar” systems vary widely, as each species has evolved to survive in its specific environment. Certain species of bats indigenous to Eurasia are observed to perform complex motions of the outer ear and noseleaf (a ridged structure which sits atop the nostrils and acts like a “megaphone” of sorts). These bats are noted to be able to live in particularly cluttered environments and could be a particularly useful model organism for improving sonar. This is because since they are able to acquire detailed information about its surroundings with only their nostrils and ears, are able to outperform complicated man-made devices with thousands more sensing elements. To be able to better understand how a fast-moving ear and noseleaf can improve the sonar capabilities of bats, robots which mimic these bats have been devised, with the main purpose being to replicate the sensing elements of the bat. There have been significant changes made to the robotic sonar head in order to allow for us to expand the capabilities of our research. Using CT-scans as reference, the design of the baffles was redesigned to become more realistic and to have more features observed in the bats. A new method was designed in order to move the “ears” and “noseleaf” of the robot, using pneumatic actuators, which allowed for better control of the system. Finally, prototype sensors were developed to aid in the development of a motion feedback system to ensure a stable system. The robotic sonar has been used in several experiments to study the effects of a fast-moving, flexible anatomy on the physical properties of echoes. This is first illustrated by studying the echoes from various targets with changes in ear and noseleaf shape. Additionally, with the use of the improved actuation system, it was shown
that different motion profiles lead to different responses. The continued development of this system and the changes to the signals explored provide new opportunities for furthering the fields of adaptive sensing as they apply to robots and other platforms. Being able to use a few “smart” sensors will help reduce the size, power, and weight costs of traditional sensing designs and allow for more robust and efficient technology to be produced.
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1.1 Physical limitations of sonar as it relates to angular resolution as a function of wavelength/ array length. While manmade sonar (blue +/- [1, 6]) is limited by its array length, bats (purple o [22, 93]) are able to overcome these limitations by using additional principles than conventional beamforming.

2.1 Experimental setup and targets used in the experiments. Targets with simple geometries: disc (a), cube (b), sphere (c), cylinder (d). All these targets had a characteristic dimension (width, height, or diameter) of 20 cm; artificial foliage (e-f). Targets were placed 1 m downrange of sonar head (g). Sonar head with lever actuation (h) and biomimetic baffles (i).

2.2 Biomimetic baffle conformation stages. (a-c) Changing conformations of the biomimetic noseleaf, from upright (a) to bent (c). (d-f) Changing conformation stages of biomimetic pinna in similar fashion.
2.3 **Differences observed in echoes from a simple geometry (disc) for different baffle conformation states.** Sonar scans (brightness scans) of a simple target geometry (disc) performed with different noseleaf and pinna conformations. Noseleaf and pinna were both subjected to an increasing amount of bending (top to bottom panels for noseleaf, left to right for pinna).

2.4 **Differences observed in echoes from a different simple geometry (sphere) states.** Sonar scans (brightness scans) of a simple target geometry (sphere) performed with different noseleaf and pinna conformations. Noseleaf and pinna were both subjected to an increasing amount of bending (top to bottom panels for noseleaf, left to right for pinna).

2.5 **Differences observed in echoes from artificial foliages for different baffle conformation states.** Sonar scans (brightness scans) of artificial foliages performed with different noseleaf and pinna conformations. Noseleaf and pinna were both subjected to an increasing amount of bending (top to bottom panels for noseleaf, left to right for pinna).

2.6 **Principal components indicate presence of a dynamic signature in echoes.** Scans regenerated from the principal components from geometric targets (a-c) and natural foliage (d-f) are used to determine if a dynamic signature is present in the echo.

3.1 **System integration for the biomimetic sonar head:** a) integration of soft-robotic pinnae and pneumatic actuation system, b) design for the fully integrated system that also includes all control electronics.
3.2 Elastomer design for the sonar head’s pneumatic actuation system: 
a) Top layer of a five-cell elastomer; b) elastomer finite-element model for simulation of bending; c) elastomers of different lengths placed on two silicone pinnae. The design of the pinna on the right was used in the final design.

3.3 Pneumatic actuation system for soft-robotic sonar head: a) A microcontroller controls each actuator via a pair of valves joined in series. By default, each valve is closed; To fill the actuator, the fill valve is opened and releases air sourced from the compressor, when exhausting, the fill valve is closed and the exhaust valve is opened, sourcing air from the actuator; b) Rendering of the manifold model illustrating the inner tubing used to control airflow to the different elastomers; c) printed manifold with attached valves. A total of 8 valves can fit on this manifold design, which allows for independent control of four actuators.

3.4 Different pinna deformation patterns were obtained for different activation patterns for the three elastomers: For each deformation pattern, the maximum displacement state is captured in the images. Each actuated (“on”) elastomer was filled for 25 ms and then exhausted for 75 ms.
3.5 **Acoustic impact of different pinna deformation patterns:** Comparison of signal envelopes fundamental (black) and first harmonic (gray, dashed) modulated by different pinna deformation patterns (see figure 3.4). The pulse had a duration of 15 ms, and contained two frequency components, a 35 kHz fundamental and a first harmonic at 70 kHz. It was emitted 1 m downrange from the pinna. Each envelope was normalized by maximum envelope amplitude obtained across all trials and motion conditions. Each plot shows the average envelope function for the respective motion profile ($N = 50$ per motion profile).

3.6 **Soft sensor integration and response:** A: Nylon sensor (see arrows) placed on a pinna for testing. B: Comparison of amplitude in sensor response (normalized voltage) to pinna position (normalized magnitude of pinna position). Response was observed to be very nonlinear across regions I and II and becomes more linear as it approaches rest (i.e., III-V). C: Comparison of two different pinna/elastomer/sensor systems shows relative similarity and extremely high correlation (correlation coefficient 0.99).

A.1 **Electronics/ microcontrollers used on sonar head 4:** a. Integrated power distribution and amplifier board. b. Arduino Due microcontroller for data acquisition. c. Raspberry Pi single-board computer for user interface and/or data storage. Not pictured: Arduino Mega motor controller/ motor driver shield.
B.1 **Plasma tweeter initial and updated designs:**

a. Original model of a plasma tweeter, purchased online as a “singing tesla coil”, and used as a reference for future circuits.

b. Updated circuit for the plasma tweeter’s driving circuit.

c. A small (<3mm) gap is produced by the revised version of the plasma tweeter. Electromagnetic interference causes the halogen bulb to glow.
2.1 ANOVA results indicate significant differences between echoes of different conformation stages. Dynamic signature detected between conformation stages in principal components of echoes from targets with both simple geometric(a) and complex (b) geometries.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
Chapter 1

Introduction

Sonar is a method in which sound can be used to navigate, and is either passive, in which there are no sound sources on the device, or active, wherein the device sends out a signal and listens to echoes [111]. Sonar has been used for many years to address challenges regarding navigation, oceanography, and study of marine mammals [30] Modern sonar design paradigms unfortunately have performance limitations which make their use in small or miniaturized systems, such as robots, quite difficult [66, 102]. These limitations are largely related to the amount of receivers needed in order to obtain a fine enough angular resolution; needed particularly for direction finding and classification [12, 46]. Figure 1.1 indicates the relationship between array length and angular resolution, indicating the physical limitations of conventional sonar design [1, 6] that bats are able to overcome [22, 93].

Modern robotic devices need accurate and efficient sensing devices in order to operate and navigate complex environments. Examples of this could include environments the system has not encountered before, in which case the device would have to adapt to its surroundings [16] or those which contain a large amount of clutter, where the system would need to be able to navigate and find objects where there are many possible distractors. Among the grand challenges in robotics is the goal of improving the performance of robots and their ability to achieve autonomous mobility across many environments and conditions [116].
Figure 1.1: Physical limitations of sonar as it relates to angular resolution as a function of wavelength/ array length. While manmade sonar (blue +/o [1, 6]) is limited by its array length, bats (purple o [22, 93]) are able to overcome these limitations by using additional principles than conventional beamforming.

1.1 Bats and Sonar

Bats are able to accomplish many of the tasks that are challenges for sonar engineers today with limited emitters and receivers (i.e. 2 nostrils/1 mouth and 2 ears). As there are 1200 known species of bats scattered across every continent (with exception of Antarctica) [115], there is quite a lot of biodiversity within the pinna and noseleaf shapes of bats [56]. This is due to the principles of adaptive radiation seen when species diverge to occupy different ecological niches [97]. Many bats have been shown to be able to hunt and forage in very cluttered environments relying primarily on echolocation as a means of sensing.

Certain families of bats (Rhinolophidae, Hipposiderae) are observed to have anatomically unique pinnae and noseleaves (a furrow-like structure that sits atop the nostrils) which allow
them to move rapidly during echolocation, within a timescale of 200 ms [33, 39, 125]. There are approximately 20 different muscles on the outer ear structures and eight in the noseleaf which allow for this to happen [87]. It is known that the acoustic effects resulting from complex geometry of the outer ear of mammals encodes spatial information from sound [53]; the geometries of the outer ear and noseleaf in these bats are quite complex, containing detailed furrows or ridges [8, 56], which can aid in the formation of complex beampatterns [18, 64]. The pinna motion can be described as being either rigid, where the entire ear structure rotates with respect to the head [79, 121], or non-rigid, where the ear structure deforms without necessarily changing the overall structure’s rotation on the head [121].

Doppler shifts have been described as changes in frequency of a wave resulting in the changing position of the observer relative to the source [26]. It has been shown that Doppler shifts play a critical role in cortical auditory processing in bats that utilize Doppler shift compensation, with a large portion of cortex devoted to what is called the Doppler-Shift Constant Frequency (DSCF) region of the auditory cortex with finely tuned elements [98, 113]. In the context of bats, Doppler shifts can originate from a variety of sources. Bats compensate for Doppler shifts resulting from their own flight [89] as well as listen to the wingbeat-frequencies from potential prey [110]. Recently it has been shown Doppler shifts can be caused by the rapid motion of the pinna of horseshoe bats [119]. It is believed this adaptation allows for these bats to be able to navigate in dense foliage [95] and explore unique environments [78].

1.2 Soft Robotics

Soft robotics is used to describe robotic designs using flexible, or “soft” materials [105], such as silicone or rubber. These designs also typically use non-rigid methods of actuation as opposed to more conventional mechanical designs using rigid components such as gears,
rods, and levers. This logically leads to a variety of novel manufacturing methods used to
develop soft robots, including silicone molding \[57\], embedding compliant materials \[20\], and
additive manufacturing \[20, 106\]. There are many possible applications for the designs created
by soft robots, including surgical robots \[82\], wearable technology \[74, 76\]. Due to the “soft”
characteristics of this field, many biomimetic designs, in particular robot designs, use soft
robotics. Examples include those of biomimetic fish \[83\], octopi \[114\], and insects \[43, 90, 118\].

Movement in many species has been able to be replicated using soft robotic techniques \[114\].
Soft robotics has also been used to explore perception-action loops, where a gradient of
perceived stimuli can lead likewise to a spectrum of different possible actions \[103\]. With
the techniques using soft robotics becoming increasingly more powerful and biomimetics
providing a unique framework to develop unique engineering paradigms \[13, 109\], a soft-
robotic representation of the fast-moving acoustic peripheries of horseshoe bats allows for a
unique perspective in the field of acoustic sensing.

1.3 Biomimetic Sonar Head

Biomimetics provides a framework by which to learn about biological systems as well as adapt
biological adaptations to engineered systems by developing materials, devices, and processes
inspired by those that have evolved in nature \[13, 109\]. Biomimetic systems vary widely in
animals that are modeled, design paradigms, and final application \[49, 90\]. Emulating the
mechanisms by which bats echolocate using a biomimetic design paradigm could provide
insight into mechanisms for improved acoustic sensing \[67\]. Many prototype designs have
shown the ability for bat-like sonar systems to be able to better classify objects \[81\], localize
sound sources \[120\], and better discern speech patterns within noise \[36, 41\]. The biomimetic
sonar head has been used as a tool to gain a broader understanding of the physical properties of the biosonar system of horseshoe bats and round-leaf bats [17, 73, 117]. While there are biomimetic sonar heads designed which use a traditional beamforming approach [2], our approach was to instead focus on using only the individual biomimetic ears and noseleaf as the acoustic elements. There have been four versions of the sonar which have been used for research, with a fifth version soon to be completed (see figure 1.2). The earlier versions of the sonar head had very limited ear and noseleaf motion, with only a single degree of freedom in the ear motion and two in the noseleaf motion. Additionally, the mechanical design of the actuation system limits the ability to move the ears at variable speeds. The first design featured rubber pinnae and a deformable noseleaf structure, which was the only dynamic component. The dynamic noseleaf consisted of two flat surfaces, which could be moved in and out together. [73]. The second iteration of this design used a more detailed noseleaf, using a rubber base and some 3d printed features [17, 32]. The third version featured a more complete system, using a silicone noseleaf with a larger waveguide system in the back to increase the emitted sound level, and updated the motor systems from DC motors to stepper motors, which were smaller and allowed for a reduction in size of the system. During this time, silicone ears were molded and characterized as well.

1.4 Chapter Outline

Chapter 1 - Introduction

Chapter 2 - Shows the presence of dynamic signatures within the echoes of different targets created by an altering of the conformation state of the biomimetic pinna and noseleaf
Chapter 3 - Introduces a novel actuation system for a biomimetic sonar head and demonstrates the acoustic effects of different motions created by this system. Also introduces a prototype sensor system.
Chapter 4 - Discussion/ conclusions

Appendix 1 - Detailed design description of the fourth model of the dynamic sonar head

Appendix 2 - Detailed design description of the fifth model of the dynamic sonar head, currently in progress
Chapter 2

Dynamic Echo Signatures Created by a Biomimetic Sonar Head

Reprinted with permission from [100]. Copyright 2019 IOP Publishing

2.1 Executive Summary

Certain bat species (e.g., horseshoe bats, family Rhinolophidae) are known for conspicuous deformations of the emission baffles (noseleaves) and reception baffles (ears). Previously reported numerical studies and experiments with biomimetic reproductions of these baffles have shown that such deformations can result in time-variant emitter/receiver characteristics. However, it has not been investigated whether these time-variant characteristics could also manifest themselves in likewise time-variant properties in echoes from targets of varying complexity. To investigate this question, a biomimetic sonar head complete with deformable emission and reception baffles has been used to ensonify targets with different simple geometries (sphere, cylinder, and cube) as well as random, more natural target geometries (artificial plants) from distances of about 1 meter. Time-variant echo signatures were found in all these cases, i.e., irrespective of target complexity and whether the time-variance was injected into the emission, the reception, or into both. This demonstrates that although the time-variant emission/reception characteristics had been previously measured only under
2.2 Introduction

Many bat species have uniquely capable biosonar systems that act as the primary source of sensory information to enable navigation in complex environments such as dense vegetation [15, 29, 69, 70]. Based solely on streams of brief, ultrasonic echoes as the only sensory link between the animals and the structures in their environments, certain bat species are able to navigate narrow passage ways in foliage [88, 95] and find their prey among numerous distracting targets [35, 70]. At present, a substantial performance gap remains between the biosonar-based capabilities of bats hunting in vegetation and the capabilities of engineered sonar [102] - as well as other technical sensing modalities [86].

The reasons for the performance gap between bat biosonar and its man-made peers have yet to be determined conclusively, but some unique features in the biosonar systems of two bat families, horseshoe bats (Rhinolophidae, 70 species, [23]) and Old World leaf-nosed bats (Hipposideridae, 74 species, [94]) could offer clues. Bats belonging to these two families have sophisticated biosonar systems that are known to rely on various dynamic mechanisms, for example, Doppler shifts induced by the wing motion of an insect prey are used to identify it in vegetation [52, 61]. Furthermore, there is a conspicuous dynamics in the periphery of these biosonar systems where baffle structures on the emission and reception side change shape as ultrasonic pulses are emitted and echoes received. On the emission side, rhinolophid
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and hipposiderid bats both emit their ultrasonic pulses through nostrils that are surrounded by noseleaves, i.e., “megaphone”-like baffles. It has been shown that the unique shapes of the noseleaf baffles of CF-FM bats leads to more complex beampatterns [62]. These noseleaves change their shapes during pulse emission [28, 38] through muscular actuation [34]. Recently, a similar dynamics has been described in a New World leaf-nosed bat (*Phyllostomus discolor*, [54]). Likewise, the outer ears (pinnae) that receive the ultrasonic echoes have been shown to be in motion during echo reception [33, 119], actuated by a musculature that is even more intricate than that of the noseleaves [87].

Evidence that these changes in the noseleaf and pinna shapes have an impact on the acoustic characteristics of ultrasound emission and reception has come from numerical predictions [8, 33, 38] as well as from biomimetic systems, i.e., robotic sonar heads with actuated flexible baffles [17, 32, 58, 73, 117]. All these studies have suggested that noseleaf and pinna motion impart time-variant effects on the emitted pulses and the received echoes respectively.

However, all prior work, whether computational or physical, has been limited to estimating acoustic characterization for the emission or reception side in isolation, e.g., in the form of a time-variant beampattern (emission or reception gain as function of direction, frequency, and time). When characterizing a biomimetic ultrasonic emission system, for example, a microphone is typically placed at a short distance away from the emitter (typically 1m) which is then rotated to measure its properties from different directions [117]. The same approach is taken for characterizing reception, only that the microphone is replaced with an ultrasonic loudspeaker [17].

It has been shown that even relatively simple sonar targets typically have multiple places of echo formation [31] and this is even more true for natural targets that often have a high degree of geometrical complexity [59, 65]. Hence, there is no guarantee that time-variant effects measured with simple targets, under carefully controlled conditions, and with highly
favorable signal-to-noise ratios are of practical importance to the operation of complete sonar systems in the real world. Operation of an active sonar system includes propagation of the pulse from the emitter to a reflecting target and of the echo back to the receiver. This means substantial attenuation of the signal due to propagation losses (spreading losses and absorption, \cite{72, 104}) and – as is often the case – low target strength (reflectivity, \cite{72, 108}). Furthermore, the target will typically transform the temporal and spectral composition of the signal thoroughly. All these effects could reduce the visibility of time-variant properties introduced by the bats’ biosonar system – potentially to an extent where they are no longer useful. This scenario is of particular concern for complex, extended targets that are frequently found in natural environments, e.g., foliages. The extended nature of a target consisting of many reflecting facets (e.g., leaves in a foliage \cite{59, 65, 88}) distributed over a considerable volume could result in a cacophony of different time-variant signatures that may not be discernible in the result of superimposition that forms the entire echo.

In order to answer the question whether time-variant signatures like the ones created by the changing pinna and noseleaf conformations of bats can be found in the echoes received by an active sonar system, we have used a biomimetic sonar head inspired by horseshoe bats \cite{17, 18} to ensonify targets and record the echoes returned from them with the model pinnae and noseleaf bent in different conformations. We have used targets with different simple geometries as well as natural targets (foliages) to investigate whether the geometrical complexity of the target affects the expression of time-variant properties in the echoes.
2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Sonar Head Setup

The experiments were performed using a biomimetic sonar head, modeled after the greater horseshoe bat (*Rhinolophus ferrumequinum*, Figure 2.1). The acoustic elements of the sonar head consisted of a single emitter and two receivers, each with a biomimetic baffle surrounding it. The emitter structure was designed to mimic the noseleaf and nasal emission system of horseshoe bats. The “nostrils”, i.e., the outlets for the ultrasound, on this noseleaf were approximately three millimeters in diameter. Two electrostatic ultrasonic transducers (600 series, diameter 38.4 mm, SensComp, Livonia, Michigan, United States) with a -6 dB bandwidth from approximately 45 to 75 kHz and a maximum response at 55 kHz were used to generate the ultrasound. One transducer each was connected to the nostrils in the noseleaf via a conical waveguide approximately 7.6 cm in length.

The sonar head had two receivers; silicon baffles designed to mimic the outer ears of the bats, with a MEMS microphone (Monomic, Dodotronic, Rome, Italy) placed within an “ear canal” located near the base of each baffle as informed by pre-existing meshes created from CT scans of the pinnae of *R. ferrumequinum*[117]. The transducer was positioned approximately 2-3 mm behind the “ear canal” opening, facing outward towards the environment. For the experiments reported here, only one ear, the right ear, was used to collect echo data. The ear and its microphone holder were oriented at a 30° angle with respect to the aperture normal of the emitter. This was done to maintain as close a similarity as possible with regard to the positioning of the “anatomical” acoustic elements.

The shape designs for the silicone baffles were created using mesh software (Maya, Autodesk Corporation, San Rafael, California, United States) and 3d printed with polylactic acid
2.3. Methods

(PLA). The resulting model was cast in silicone (Dragonskin 30 and Eco-flex 00-30, Smooth-on, Macungie, Pennsylvania, United States). The ears were made of the stiffer of the two materials used (Dragonskin 30, with a Shore hardness of 30A; Eco-Flex 30 has a Shore hardness of 00-30).

A set of five stepper motors (PKP Series, Oriental Motor, Japan) was used to change the shapes of the baffles. The motors were driven using a microcontroller (Arduino MEGA, Arduino, Ivrea, Italy) and a dedicated driver (Easy Driver, Sparkfun, Niwot, Colorado, United States). Three motors were used to actuate the noseleaf baffle at positions on the lancet and the anterior leaf, and one motor each was used to actuate the two pinnae (Figure 2.2). In these experiments, the motors did not actively move the pinnae during individual echo measurements, but instead the motors’ holding torque was used to keep the baffles in different shape configurations. The sonar head’s sensor components were controlled via a data acquisition system (PXIe-6356, National Instruments, Austin, Texas, United States). Using this system, the microphone output was sampled at 500 kHz per channel at 16 bit resolution (total harmonic distortion -80 dB full scale).

2.3.2 Experimental Setup

Experiments were conducted in a similar fashion to those conducted in previous studies using biomimetic sonars [17, 64]. The sonar head was placed on a pan-tilt unit (D-28, FLIR, Wilsonville, Oregon, United States) to allow for scanning across a wide azimuth range. The targets with simple geometries were made from Styrofoam, the artificial foliages were made from plastics and/or cloth fibers. All targets were positioned one meter downrange of the sonar head in an aluminum frame padded with anechoic foam. The frame consisted of two towers 1.2 m × 1.2 m × 2.3 m each in size that were positioned 3 m apart. The target was hung
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Figure 2.1: **Experimental setup and targets used in the experiments.** Targets with simple geometries: disc (a), cube (b), sphere (c), cylinder (d). All these targets had a characteristic dimension (width, height, or diameter) of 20 cm; artificial foliage (e-f). Targets were placed 1 m downrange of sonar head (g). Sonar head with lever actuation (h) and biomimetic baffles (i).

from a PVC wire strung across the top of the frame. Targets were scanned over an angular range of 80° in the horizontal at 1° resolution (Figure 2.1). A total of 250 repeat echo measurements were conducted for each sonar head orientation over an acquisition period of 10 ms. The signal used for these experiments was a 3 ms linear chirp over a frequency range of 5-105 kHz, with a Hann window applied over the entire duration of the emitted signal. The pinna and noseleaf were bent into six and three different conformation stages, respectively (Figure 2.2).
2.3. Methods

2.3.3 Data Analysis

The goal of our data analysis was to analyze echo waveforms that would enter the inner ear of a bat, i.e. before neural processing takes place. Thus, methods used for echo processing designed to mimic perception, such as the spectrogram correlation and transformation (SCAT) model\cite{84}, were not used; any preprocessing was designed to reduce the dimensions of the dataset and remove noise while keeping the signal intact.

A bandpass filter (20 to 80 kHz, FIR filter design, 513 taps) was applied to all analyzed echo signals. The envelopes of the filtered signals were obtained as the magnitude of the analytic signal derived from a Hilbert transform of the input. Taking advantage of the lower...
bandwidth of the envelopes, the sampling rate was reduced to 50 kHz in order to reduce the data size for the analysis.

The Hann window that was applied to the emitted chirp signal also had an effect on the shape of the extracted envelopes since the envelope of a chirp carrier multiplied by a Hann window is also a Hann window \[37\]. In addition, the bandpass filter applied to the waveform results in the signals being shorter in duration than the emission by about 0.5 to 1 ms due to the time-dependent carrier frequency of the chirp signal frequency.

After extraction of the echo envelopes, the data from each of the rotational scans was represented by a 5,001×81 matrix containing 5,001 amplitude samples that covered an acquisition time of 10 ms sampled at 500 kHz and 81 angular positions that covered a range of 81°, or ±40° from the center. To focus on the target region proper and prevent the recording of the initial pulse or background noise spatially distant from the target from influencing the analysis, the region in the time-angle space that occupied by the target echoes was selected manually based on prior knowledge of the target position and the echo amplitudes. The boundaries of this selection were in the same location for all targets within the same group (i.e., simple geometry or foliage targets). For the simple target geometry, cropping the resampled, filtered data resulted in a 101×61 matrix (2 ms x 61°). For the foliage targets, the time dimension of the matrix was larger (151 samples, 2.5 ms) to accommodate the greater size of these targets. For greater ease of the mathematical operations, each of these matrices was then converted into a vector, and all the vectors obtained for each target class were combined into a single matrix – one for simple target geometries and one for foliages each containing every measurement (250) over the different deformation positions (18 possible conditions) for every target (simple geometries: 4 targets, foliages: 2 targets). This resulted in final matrices of 18,000×6,161 and 9,000×9,211 for simple geometries and foliages respectively. Principal components analysis (PCA, [45]) was then performed over all the samples in
order to find components representative of the variability between the targets across different 
targets, noseleaf, and pinna shape conformations.

Each scan was reshaped from a matrix (with dimensions of time and azimuth angle) to a 
vector. PCA was then conducted over all of these vectors within the data set to find which 
elements were responsible for the most variability across targets, noseleaf and pinna shape 
conformations. The analysis for the simple geometric targets and the natural targets were 
run separately because of the great difference in target size between these two groups. After 
PCA analysis, the eigenvectors obtained were sorted based on the percentage of variance they 
accounted for. For each of these components, an ANOVA test was run to determine whether 
the differences between different conformation stages were significant and whether there was 
an interaction between the targets and these deformation steps. Both changes to pinna and 
noseleaf deformation were taken into consideration, as well as combinations thereof. Since 
the artificial foliage was of a different size than the simple geometries, PCA and ANOVA 
were run separately for these two groups. The eigenvectors associated with these components 
were then reshaped to create a two-dimensional image, the resulting “eigenscans” (Figure 2.6) 
show visually where these differences manifested themselves in terms of time and direction 
within the target echo.

2.4 Results

The recorded echoes following bandpass filtering typically lasted 2 to 2.5 ms, and were found 
to be asymmetrical along the rotation axis, even for the targets with simple geometries, 
matching the expectation due to asymmetry within the sonar head geometry. The brightness 
scans of each target were visibly different from other targets. In particular, the foliage echoes 
differed greatly in form from the geometric targets. The peak amplitudes in the echoes from
Figure 2.3: Differences observed in echoes from a simple geometry (disc) for different baffle conformation states. Sonar scans (brightness scans) of a simple target geometry (disc) performed with different noseleaf and pinna conformations. Noseleaf and pinna were both subjected to an increasing amount of bending (top to bottom panels for noseleaf, left to right for pinna).

The simple geometric targets occurred close to the start time of the echoes, whereas the amplitude maxima of the foliage echoes were found near the center of the echoes (likely due to the trunk of the signal).

Following PCA, the thirty components which accounted for the largest amount of variance were used for the ANOVA test, after determining that this was the number of eigenvectors responsible for 95% of the variance in the dataset. It was observed that the echo characteristics depended on the different noseleaf and pinna conformation stages (Figures 2.4-2.5).
2.4. Results

Figure 2.4: Differences observed in echoes from a different simple geometry (sphere) states. Sonar scans (brightness scans) of a simple target geometry (sphere) performed with different noseleaf and pinna conformations. Noseleaf and pinna were both subjected to an increasing amount of bending (top to bottom panels for noseleaf, left to right for pinna).

While these tendencies were observed in all targets; the exact nature of the changes in the echoes due to changes in noseleaf or pinna conformation depended on the targets as well.

For both geometric and natural targets there were three principal components that were found to account for significant ($p \leq 0.05$) differences between conformation stages for both pinna and noseleaf in the ANOVA (Table 2.1). Only two components led to significant differences between noseleaf positions when pinging simple geometric targets. In the geometric targets, these components were 1, 5, and 8 (for noseleaf differences, component 5
Figure 2.5: Differences observed in echoes from artificial foliages for different baffle conformation states. Sonar scans (brightness scans) of artificial foliages performed with different noseleaf and pinna conformations. Noseleaf and pinna were both subjected to an increasing amount of bending (top to bottom panels for noseleaf, left to right for pinna).

approached significance, but did not meet the standard where \( p \leq 0.05 \). These were not the same components as the ones which were observed to be significant in natural targets; these were components 1, 3, and 11. No significant results were observed in the interaction term between the different noseleaf and pinna conformation stages.
Table 2.1: **ANOVA results indicate significant differences between echoes of different conformation stages.** Dynamic signature detected between conformation stages in principal components of echoes from targets with both simple geometric (a) and complex (b) geometries.

### 2.5 Discussion

Deformations of the shape of a bat noseleaf or a pinna result in time-variant beampatterns where the emitter or receiver gain changes as a function of direction, frequency, and time. From the perspective of a scatterer placed in the field of view of such a dynamic biosonar, the changes in the beampattern function will manifest themselves in a time-variant transfer function that describes the linear channel from the emitter to the target and back to the receiver. Potential non-linear effects of motion, e.g., Doppler shifts [120], are not covered in this linear dynamic system description and can hence not be captured by the set of discrete static shape conformations that were employed here to test whether the peripheral dynamics has an effect on the echoes. Hence, the current study could lead to false negative results (i.e., no effects of the peripheral dynamics found), if the dynamic effects are limited to the non-linear domain.

For a point scatterer that is located in a single direction, the change in the beampattern
function will hence result in an equivalent change the transfer function associated with the scatterer. More complex targets can be thought of as being composed of multiple point scatterers [25, 51]. Since the transfer function describing the channel between a sonar system and a scatterer typically depends on the position and orientation of the scatter, it can be expected that the transfer functions of the individual scatterers each have independent features that could obscure the effect of changes in the emission/reception characteristics in the superposition of echo contribution from the individual scatters. Under these assumptions, it could be expected that the effect of the peripheral dynamics would be harder to detect in targets that are composed of large numbers of randomly arranged scatterers than targets with small numbers of scatterers [31].

The results presented here show that this is not the case and that strong effects of noseleaf or pinna shape conformation can be seen in the echoes – even for targets that approximate the complexity of natural foliages. Instead, time-variant components could be seen as significant echo components as indicated by the "eigenscans" (Figure 2.6). A possible explanation why the effects of the peripheral dynamics remain visible could lie in the nature of the time-variant emission and reception beampatterns. While these patterns can feature complex geometries with multiple amplitude peaks and notches [33, 117], they are – for the most part – smooth functions. Hence, time-variant effects could still have common features across echo contribution common from across the scatterers of an extended target.

It remains the subject of future research to determine whether the time-variant signatures in the echoes can convey useful sensory information, e.g., with respect to target class. Research into the random nature of foliage echoes [59, 65] has demonstrated strongly time-variant properties of these signals, that result, e.g., from successive loss of sound energy that occurs as a sonar pulse travels deeper into foliage. Hence, it may be hypothesized that the time-variant properties of the biosonar system could act as a “matching templates” for these
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However, the nature of how this information would be encoded for a task such as target classification has yet to be demonstrated. The ANOVA analysis conducted here did not detect an interaction between target class and noseleaf or pinna conformation that could have served as evidence for the encoding of target class information. It should be noted that the target classes studied here were very different and hence all echoes did contain sufficient amounts of target class information for readily distinguishing between them. The contribution of the peripheral dynamics in this model may only be observable in cases where there is a significant difference between the shape of the geometries.

A linear model did not show interaction between target class and deformation stages; perhaps a non-linear model could improve results and identify interaction between target and dynamics. Additionally, adding more degrees of freedom to the robotic model, in particular the ears, could result in a more accurate robotic model to study the effects of pinnae motion. In horseshoe bats, there are about 20 individual muscles [87] which are likely to allow for significantly more complex motion patterns and conformation states than was possible with our current model of sonar head [33, 119]. Further investigation is needed to see if this complex dynamics could improve the ability for a sensing system to detect a geometric object within a cluttered environment, namely foliage. If this is the case, signatures like the one that were observed here could have the potential to increase the classification ability in small-scale sonar systems with few sensing elements by encoding additional information about a target based on its echo response at different peripheral conformation stages.
Chapter 2. Dynamic Echo Signatures Created by a Biomimetic Sonar Head

Figure 2.6: Principal components indicate presence of a dynamic signature in echoes. Scans regenerated from the principal components from geometric targets (a-c) and natural foliage (d-f) are used to determine if a dynamic signature is present in the echo.
Chapter 3

A biomimetic soft robotic pinna for emulating dynamic reception behavior of horseshoe bats

Reprinted with permission from [101]. Copyright 2020 IOP Publishing

3.1 Executive Summary

Encoding of sensory information is fundamental to closing the performance gap between man-made and biological sensing. It has been hypothesized that the coupling of sensing and actuation, a phenomenon observed in bats among other species, is critical to accomplishing this. Using horseshoe bats as a model, we have developed a biomimetic pinna model with a soft actuation system along with a prototype strain sensor for enabling motor feedback. The actuation system used three individually controlled pneumatic actuators per pinna which actuated different portions of the baffle. This prototype produced eight different possible motions that were shown to have significant effects on incoming sound and could hence function as a substrate for adaptive sensing. The range of possible motions could be expanded by adjusting the fill and release parameters of the actuation system. Additionally, the strain sensor was able to represent the deformation of the pinna as measurements from this sensor
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were highly correlated with deformation estimates based on stereo vision. However, the relationship between displacements of points on the pinna and the sensor output was nonlinear. The improvements embodied in the system discussed here could lead to enhancements in the ability of autonomous systems to encode relevant information about the real world.

3.2 Introduction

Several grand challenges in robotics are related to closing the performance gap between animals and robots in terms of achieving autonomous mobility across many environments and conditions [116]. Fundamental to achieving this is the encoding and extraction of sensory information, since any autonomous action in a complex environment can only be as good as the sensory information it is based on. Hence, the first and most basic step that needs to be taken to ensure that a robot is capable of autonomous action in a complex environment is encoding of the information that is essential to the respective task. The next step, information extraction, depends critically on the encoding step and in that it can only utilize information that has been encoded upstream [47].

A long-standing hypothesis for how the performance gap between animals and robots may be closed is that coupling sensing and actuation in a perception-action loop is critical [24]. Perception-action loops allow a robot to control the sensory information it receives in an adaptive fashion [16] Examples of how this can be implemented include the subsumption architecture, in which sensory input is fed into different levels of behavior (low to high) in the form of different processing layers [16]. Another example are robot behaviors which influence sensing, i.e., attention-driven perception-action loops spanning the system design of an entire robot [103]. Both of these models follow a bottom-up approach to artificial intelligence in which real-time processing is favored instead of a top-down approach, i.e.,
symbol manipulation [9]. Biology offers many models for powerful integration of perception and action. Particularly good examples are active sensory systems where the sensory inputs are triggered by the animals’ own outputs as is the case in bat biosonar. Animals with active sensory systems have control over the emission as well as over the reception and can hence adapt both processes to maximize the utility of the received sensory information. Manipulation of sensory information encoding through physical actuation at the emission and reception interfaces is exemplified by bat species that are able to navigate in dense vegetation. Two families of bats, horseshoe bats (Rhinolophidae, 70 species [23]) and old-world round-leaf bats (Hipposideridae, 74 species [94]) in particular, stand out for unique adaptations that form a physical substrate for a perception-action loop: the animals have fast moving emitter and receiver baffle-like structures, i.e., so-called “noseleaves” [28] and the outer ears (pinnae) [33] that are deformed by highly differentiated musculatures [34, 87]. The noseleaves and pinnae of these bat species are hence examples of biological sensors that can be dynamically altered to change their responses to the input stimuli and thereby act as substrates for perception-action loops that span sensing and actuation.

Previous work has demonstrated that the noseleaf and pinna dynamics seen in bats have an acoustic impact on the the emitted and received signals respectively [33, 124]. Furthermore, it has been shown with information-theoretic paradigms that noseleaf and pinna motions encode additional sensory information that enhances direction-finding [63]. Similarly, non-linear transformations of the incoming echoes created by fast pinna motions have been shown to result in direction-specific Doppler signatures [120]. Since some of the direction-finding paradigms used in prior work have been based on pattern recognition, it could be hypothesized that the peripheral dynamics could also support target classification/recognition tasks.

Here we introduce a biomimetic robotic sensor system for active information encoding, in
which we have realized a complete perception-action loop inspired by bats. This design is the latest in a sequence of prototypes we have designed and built to understand the impact of moving noseleaves and/or pinnae [17, 32, 67, 73, 117]. Previous prototypes have demonstrated how changing conformation states [100] and fast moving pinnae [120] can create observable changes in the acoustic characteristics of the sensory system. Some of the recent prototypes have already been tested to assess their impact on sensory information encoding in natural outdoor settings [48, 123]. However, the motions of these systems had been actuated by simple levers [100], which have limited the range of different deformations that the device can produce.

The design of the updated sensor described here has addressed the limited range of motion in the previous device while maintaining the ability for the device to be operated in mobile and especially outdoor settings. It consisted of a multi-material flexible pinna that is actuated via independently controlled soft-robotic actuators, known as pneumatic network (pneu-net) elastomers [60], to create complex non-rigid motion patterns. Pneu-net elastomers have gained popularity recently with several applications such as grasping [74, 77] since their design is inherently flexible while also remaining durable. In the current design, the elastomers were miniaturized to fit the size of the pinnae which required adaptations throughout the entire fabrication process. The elastomer-actuated pinnae were fitted with an embedded strain sensor as a substrate for feedback. Integration of all these components was achieved in a way that kept the entire robotic system portable while at the same time replicating the shape deformations seen in bats and being able to record high-quality echo signals.
3.3. Materials and Methods

The geometry of the pinna model was adapted from previous simplifications of the greater horseshoe bat (*Rhinolophus ferrumequinum*) pinna shape [17]. Compared to the previous version, the model used here included more detail for the antitragus [87], a flap that forms the lower rim of the pinna aperture, as well as slight changes to the overall width and concavity of the pinna to better match the geometry found in horseshoe bats. To interface the pinna model with the actuators (s. below), flat sections were cut into the back of the shape designs to provide a well-defined, uniform mounting surface for seating each actuator.

The pinna prototypes were realized using a multi-material approach to allow for large deformations of the apical portions of the shape while keeping its base and especially the microphone embedded into it stable: The majority of the structure consisted of a flexible silicone material (Eco-Flex 00-50, Smooth-On, Macungie, Pennsylvania, United States), whereas a
more rigid silicone (Dragonskin 30, Smooth-On) was used for the base of the structure. To improve visual contrast for high-speed camera recordings, the pinnae were colored with a dark (e.g., purple, black, or brown) pigment (Silc-Pig, Smooth-On); the concentration of the pigment was kept below 3% of the silicone mass in order to avoid altering the material and curing properties [5]. The pinnae were marked with a set of white points (approximate 4 mm in diameter, figure 3.1) that were distributed across its surface to facilitate motion tracking.

To realize non-rigid motions, i.e., deformations, of the pinnae, a pneumatic actuation system was designed based on the concepts of “pneu-nets”, i.e., bellow-like pneumatic networks that produce bending motions in elastomers made from materials such as silicone or PDMS [60, 76]. To produce a bending motion, the two sides of the elastomer are set up to differ in stiffness [60]. The stiffness difference and hence the bending behavior of the elastomers can be influenced by virtue of parameters such as cell structure, volume, and material properties [42, 60, 90]. For the present application, some slight changes to the basic design were made, namely the addition of an airline and the miniaturization of the entire part. To ensure these changes did not affect the overall function, the elastomer deformation was simulated using a finite-element approach (Abaqus FEA, Dassault Systémes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France) using an arbitrary load since the exact amount of pressure in the system was not known prior to manufacture (figure 3.2b). To provide a boundary condition for these simulation, a fixed corner beneath the intake tube of actuator furthest from the balloon cells.

The design of the elastomers could be simplified taking advantage of the integration with the pinna structure. Prior work had employed an inextensible layer that was stiffer than the extensible layer [60]. Here, the bending motion was accomplished by virtue of the one-sided loading of the elastomer by the pinna in conjunction with the elastomer’s geometrical parameters. Hence, top and bottom layer of the elastomers could made from the same material (EcoFlex 00-50, Smooth-On [3, 4]).
Figure 3.2: Elastomer design for the sonar head’s pneumatic actuation system: a) Top layer of a five-cell elastomer; b) elastomer finite-element model for simulation of bending; c) elastomers of different lengths placed on two silicone pinnae. The design of the pinna on the right was used in the final design.

In the work presented here, each pinna was fitted with a set of three elastomers (figure 3.2c). Each of these elastomers consisted of five cells (figure 3.2c), was $27 \times 10 \times 7$ mm in size, and had its own, separate connection to the air delivery system. The air delivery system was designed to drive all elastomers while keeping size and mass as low as possible. The air was supplied by two miniature air compressors with an integrated compressed-air reservoir (1410 vd series, Gardner Denver Thomas, Sheboygan, Wisconsin, United States). A system of low-profile proportional valves (VSO LowPro series, Parker Hannifin, Cleveland, Ohio, United States) was used to control the air flow to the elastomers. Each elastomer was controlled by two valves, one to regulate the inflow into the actuator and the other to regulate the outflow. A manifold system was designed to route the tubing between the compressors and the elastomers. The manifold design was realized in resin using an SLA printer (Form 2, Formlabs, Somerville, Massachusetts, United States). Each valve unit had a “two-ports, two-positions” conformation to allow for fill and exhaust valves to be controlled independently.
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Each fill valve received its input from the compressor directly, its output was split between the actuator and exhaust valve (figure 3.3a). The tubes connecting the control valves to the elastomers were held by a bracket on the back of the pinna to reduce the range of motion of the tubing during filling and exhausting. A manifold (figure 3.3b,c) was used to contain the valves and simplify the overall system. The design features pneumatic routing within the part and is printed using stereolithography (SLA) 3d printing (Form 2, Formlabs, Somerville, MA). During post-processing of the manifold, the air ducts inside the part were flushed with isopropyl alcohol to prevent any uncured resin from solidifying and clogging the ducts.

The airflow through the proportional valves was controlled by virtue of a pulse-width modulation (PWM) input that was applied to the valves’ duty cycle. To accomplish this, the duty cycles were mapped onto an 8-bit representation clocked with a PWM frequency of 31 kHz. Due to the additional stiffness provided by the pinna baffle, the dynamic range for pinna deformations fell within the upper 30% of the PWM controller’s total dynamic range. A MOSFET amplifier was used to drive the control input of the valves (12V peak-to-peak).

To test the impact of actuating different combinations of elastomers placed on the pinna, the respective valves were operated to fill each elastomer for 25 ms and then exhaust it for 75 ms. During these experiments, each actuator was either turned on using this filling and exhausting pattern or left turned off entirely.

In order to quantify the pinna motions produced by the actuation system, a stereo pair of high-speed video cameras (Chronos 1.4, Kron Technologies, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada, operated at a frame rate of 1069 Hz) was used to create three-dimensional reconstructions of the deforming pinnae. Three different motion conformations (figure 3.4) were recorded in this way. The motions of the landmark points were tracked using a Kalman filter estimator (DLTdv digitizing tool, [40]). Where automatic tracking failed, the point locations were identified manually. The distance traveled for a given point was then calculated as the
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Figure 3.3: **Pneumatic actuation system for soft-robotic sonar head:** a) A microcontroller controls each actuator via a pair of valves joined in series. By default, each valve is closed; To fill the actuator, the fill valve is opened and releases air sourced from the compressor, when exhausting, the fill valve is closed and the exhaust valve is opened, sourcing air from the actuator; b) Rendering of the manifold model illustrating the inner tubing used to control airflow to the different elastomers; c) printed manifold with attached valves. A total of 8 valves can fit on this manifold design, which allows for independent control of four actuators.

magnitude of the distance traveled from the point on a specific frame to the next. These values were then compared to the results from the nylon strain sensors.

To enable future work on closed-loop control of the deforming pinnae, soft sensors [126] were tested as a way to measure strain in the deforming pinnae. These sensors are a relatively new device and are smaller, lighter, and less expensive than many other types of flexible sensors [27]. The sensors measure strain by virtue of a change in the resistance of a coiled
wire that results from compression or elongation of the coil [7, 126]. The material used was a 2-ply silver-coated nylon with a linear resistance of less than 3,000 Ω/m (117/17 dtex 2ply +B, V Technical Textiles, Palmyra, NY, [91]). To manufacture the sensors, a 50 cm piece of the thread was loaded with 0.5 N and rotated 555 times in order to create a coil with 11.1 windings per cm of length. A current (0.3 A maximum) was then passed through the sensor (V_{cc} = \sim 22 V) in 350 pulses of 100 ms duration each in order to anneal the sensor, thus making its coiled state permanent.

To test the sensor response on a deforming pinna, a simplified version of the pneumatic pinna was used (figure 3.6a) that was made of single silicone material and equipped with only a single elastomer in the center. This was due to the fact the sensors have been previously tested in only simple silicone structures [7]. The sensors were attached to the back of the pinna in two different ways: The first was to place the sensor around the rim of the elastomer’s footprint, then sealing the elastomer in place with silicone. In the second approach, the sensor was cured in silicone in a special mold which was then placed under the elastomer when curing the inextensible layer on the back side of the pinna. In either case, the pinna was clamped at the base during testing. The sensor output was read as a voltage (between 0 and 3.3 V) using a voltage divider circuit with the sensor acting as one of the resistors in that circuit. The sensor output was digitized at a sampling rate of 1,000 Hz and with 12-bit resolution (Arduino Due, Arduino, Ivrea, Italy). During each experiment with the sensors, the pinna was recorded with a stereo pair of high-speed video cameras as described above. Recordings from the sensor and the video cameras were triggered at the same time and were aligned for analysis.

To test if the observable effects of changing pinna state can be seen in acoustic signals received by the system, recordings (N = 50 per motion profile) were taken of a 15 ms, 35 kHz constant-frequency pulse from a MEMS capacitive microphone (Momimic, Dodotronic, Italy) placed
inside the “ear canal” of the pinna baffle. Data was recorded using a 12-bit data acquisition system (PCle-6358, NI, Austin, Texas, United States). To compare the time courses of the signal amplitudes, all the data was normalized with reference to the maximum amplitude recorded across all trials.

3.4 Results

All actuators manufactured in this research successfully performed the typical curling motion of pneu-net elastomers. When tested without a pinna attached, the elastomer’s balloon cells expanded to between 2.5 and 3 times their size at rest. No failures were observed in the unloaded elastomers during approximately 40 hours of continuous testing by inflation/deflation. Loading with the pinna structure changed the inflation behavior of the elastomers: It was observed that some cells, in particular the cell that was the second to most distant from the air inlet, expanded to slightly more than three times their size at rest. The locations of the larger inflations corresponded with those of the few instances of observed failures that typically occurred after a few thousand inflation cycles.

Each of the eight different combinations of open and closed valve states produced a unique motion pattern (figure 3.4). Regardless of valve state, a single deformation took approximately 75 ms to complete and was followed by an additional 225 ms to return to the resting state. The displacement magnitude at the pinna tip was observed to have a mean of 24.6 mm (standard deviation 0.5 mm, \(N=140\)). We observed differences in acoustic recordings in the reception of the signal with the change in deformation (figure 3.5). There were distinct differences in the sound level of the signal as well as its time shape, observed by analyzing the fundamental and first harmonic of the signal. This was especially obvious when compared with the no-motion case. Using all three actuators simultaneously has the most obvious
effects on signal amplitude, especially in the case of the first harmonic, which was 25 dB louder than its no-motion counterpart. The envelope shapes obtained for the fundamental as well as the harmonic both depended on the pinna deformation pattern. In addition, the relationship between the enveloped of the two frequency components where also affected by the different deformation patterns. All these differences were observed in the region of the recorded pulse itself and were much larger than any slight variations due to noise. Additionally, slight variations in the frequency content of the fundamental and first harmonic were observed.

The responses recorded from the nylon sensor were found to reflect the deformation of the pinna baffle. The sensor and camera data was shown to be highly correlated (correlation coefficient 0.97, standard deviation = 0.001, \(N = 12\) repetitions). When considering the entire deformation cycle of the pinnae, the sensor responses were clearly highly nonlinear (figure 3.6b). However, the sensor response remained approximately linear for low velocity and small displacements (figure 3.6b, III-V); the region of greatest nonlinearity coincided with the highest pinna velocity and the greatest displacement (figure 3.6b, I-II). While strongly nonlinear overall, the relationship between the pinna position and sensor response remained consistent between trials. We observed the sensor response to motion in two independent pinna prototypes (140 trials total, i.e., 70 per pinna). There were fewer trials when collecting camera data since the cameras could only record in 8 s intervals, compared with 45 s intervals that the sensor could be recorded. Both recordings start at the same time, and are synced this way. There was no statistical significance between the data sets from the two pinnae (two-tailed \(t\)-test, \(p = 0.21\), \(N = 140\) observations equally sampled from the two pinnae).
3.5 Discussion

Creating soft-robotic pinnae based on pneu-net elastomers has required making several trade-offs: Elastomers with more cells tend to have a smoother curling motion and will expand less at each individual cell [60]. Longer elastomers can also create larger displacements and velocities. However, adding additional cells – and thus lengthening the elastomer – resulted in inconsistencies in the distribution of the airflow, with air passing more to some cells than others. In addition, long elastomers do not permit local control of the pinna shape. In terms of material properties, interfacing the elastomer with the pinna allowed the use of single material since one-sided loading by the pinna had the same effect as a greater stiffness of the inextensible layer [60, 77].

Finally, there are trade-offs related to the number of actuators placed on the ear. In theory, more independently-controlled actuators give the user more degrees of freedom, but in practice this is not always true. Designs using four actuators were rejected due to the effects of the fourth actuator being masked by the other three. The impact an additional actuator may or may not have is important to consider, as more actuators require more hardware (the current system uses a pair of valves to control airflow) and more electrical power to operate them.

The elastomer designs tested here were able to perform with relatively few failures. The potential for failures did increase when the elastomers were placed on the pinna but it was found that with a favorable positioning of the elastomers the failure rate could be reduced, with the latest version only having one failure occur thus far. Failures could also potentially occur if a manufacturing error was not caught, this would occur typically between two cells or at the air supply location on the extensible layer.

The independently controlled actuators used in the present design were able to produce
eight visibly unique bending profiles providing a level of control over the pinna deformation that is significantly greater than what has been achieved in previous versions of the sonar head [17, 100, 117]. Additionally, interactions between the simultaneous inflations of different elastomeres were observed that could be the result of changes to the load of one actuator through the action of another. These interactions could make controlling a soft-robotic pinna harder, but could also be used to create an even greater range of different deformation patterns. The range of possible motion patterns could be further extended by varying the time courses of the pressures that are applied to each elastomer and their relative timing. However, utilizing temporal differences between the pressure inputs will be limited by the lowpass characteristics of the elastomeres and their pneumatic inputs.

Given the positioning of the elastomers along the back of the biomimetic pinnae, the different pinna deformation patterns obtained in the current work all resulted in opening or closing of the pinna aperture. This is qualitatively similar to the pinna deformations seen in rhinolophid [33] and hipposiderid bats [119]. However, it remains to be seen whether the differences that were created by the different activation patterns for the elastomers have an equivalent in the pinna deformations of bats. The rigid motions of bat pinna have already been shown to display a large amount of variability [79] and qualitative observations suggest that the deformation are also variable. The exact nature of the variation in the deformations and its possible functional significance have yet to be determined.

The nylon coil sensors were selected for this design due to their small size, low weight, and low cost that sets them apart from many other force sensors, such as piezoelectric sensors [27, 96, 126]. In our model, the responses of the embedded strain sensors were shown to be very consistent across multiple recordings with the same pinna as well as different pinnae. It was found that there are multiple components to determining this, in particular during rapid acceleration of the sensor. These components consist of an approximately linear
response vs strain paradigm which is the basis for the sensor function itself [7], as well as a nonlinear element most likely due to the properties of the material itself, in which the physical pulling apart of the charged metal particles in the material is initially dependent on the speed of the sensor motion [14]. Other types of sensors with similar shape and mechanism have been shown to provide an accurate response when multiple sensors are combined; this could be a potential solution to some of the problems discussed here [44]. This may increase the complexity of fabricating the pinna, as it would be significantly harder to route the sensor in an optimized way without threading it in some complex manner through the pinna structure.

Additionally, a closed-loop control algorithm still needs to be developed in order to take the sensor response and equate this to commands to control the valve state. While the nylon sensors seem to be a potentially useful and reliable way to acquire information regarding deformation, further work will need to be done to connect the readings from the nylon sensors to the on-times and duty cycles of individual valves. Each sensor was slightly different, while the signal response is very similar there are slight dc shifts between each sensor which needed to be considered when evaluating the response, however we have shown precision in manufacturing can alleviate these effects, as observed when two different pinna with different sensors performed in a significantly similar way. In addition to signal processing methods of obtaining this, improved sensor integration, perhaps by finding ways to further reduce the total amount of space covered by the sensor under the pinna will give a response to a more localized region, which we believe is the most useful way to get meaningful data from these sensors. Additionally, the sensor response can be improved if the axes of rotation were fixed in a way that the sensor could only bend in a single direction. Other forms of control algorithms that may be useful when considering some of the problems and limitations of the current system include behavior-based approaches such as using neural networks [11].
A continuing challenge regarding this technology is to integrate it into a new sonar system, where additional components have to be considered. Our system consists of some higher power lines, for speaker systems and motors. These parts are kept in very close proximity. This is why analog signal lines are kept as small as possible. Use of high-pass and low-pass filters can also be an effective means of preserving the integrity of small analog signals [80]. Litz wire, designed to pass a limited frequency bandwidth of an AC signal [92] is a viable option for integration in the overall system.

Acoustic noise and signal preservation is important to the integrity of the system. It was ensured that the pneumatic pinna system did not create high frequency noise and that the inflated elastomers did not affect the reception beampatterns of the pinnas in a significant way. The valve system was observed to in a slight way influence the microphone system and was thus moved a further distance away. The effects of the deformation on the acoustic properties of the pinna detected here are in line with previous observations of similar effects on the emission side [117]. The small changes in the carrier frequencies are possibly due to Doppler shifts which have been shown to act upon incoming signals while the pinna is in rapid motion [120]. While the differences that have been qualitatively observed here have an impact on the encoding of useful sensory information encoding is a topic for future research efforts.
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Figure 3.4: Different pinna deformation patterns were obtained for different activation patterns for the three elastomers: For each deformation pattern, the maximum displacement state is captured in the images. Each actuated (“on”) elastomer was filled for 25 ms and then exhausted for 75 ms.
Figure 3.5: **Acoustic impact of different pinna deformation patterns:** Comparison of signal envelopes fundamental (black) and first harmonic (gray, dashed) modulated by different pinna deformation patterns (see figure 3.4). The pulse had a duration of 15 ms, and contained two frequency components, a 35 kHz fundamental and a first harmonic at 70 kHz. It was emitted 1 m downrange from the pinna. Each envelope was normalized by maximum envelope amplitude obtained across all trials and motion conditions. Each plot shows the average envelope function for the respective motion profile ($N = 50$ per motion profile).
Figure 3.6: **Soft sensor integration and response:** A: Nylon sensor (see arrows) placed on a pinna for testing. B: Comparison of amplitude in sensor response (normalized voltage) to pinna position (normalized magnitude of pinna position). Response was observed to be very nonlinear across regions I and II and becomes more linear as it approaches rest (i.e., III-V). C: Comparison of two different pinna/elastomer/sensor systems shows relative similarity and extremely high correlation (correlation coefficient 0.99)
Chapter 4

Summary and Conclusions

4.1 Research Accomplishments

There are gaps in current navigation and sensing technology, especially as they apply to small-scale robotic systems. Bats provide a unique model for being able to identify a large amount of features using a few “smart” sensors as opposed to many simple sensors. Biomimetic models of bats have indicated the importance of changing conformations and motions of dynamic emitters and receivers influence incoming sound and could provide additional features to improve sensing capability using fewer sonar elements. In order to further the capabilities of these models, the hardware must first be upgraded to allow for the capability of the system to be expanded. This was done in two major ways. First, the biomimetic baffles of the system were updated to more resemble those of *R. ferrumequinum*. This can be seen in the addition of the antitragus of the pinna, as well as the overall noseleaf shape has been heavily changed in order to have similar nostril shapes and furrows to that of *R. ferrumequinum*. Additionally, the actuation was improved to allow for more degrees of freedom, using a pneumatic actuation system. Finally, a prototype soft sensor was designed and tested on a biomimetic ear, which will lead to further developments in sensing.

The data collected from systems using these critical hardware updates sought to show the advantages of adaptations in the bat biosonar system and provide a case for these adaptations to be considered for bioinspired navigation system design. This work provides a strong case
for the use of dynamic acoustic baffles to further the capabilities of sonar navigation and unmanned system navigation by providing unique features which can be used to extract more information from the surroundings using fewer sensors. This has been shown in two ways. First, the changing conformation state of biomimetic pinna and noseleaf baffles illustrate signatures encoded in echoes of both simple and complex geometries. Second, with the introduction of a novel actuation system for the pinna baffles, it was shown that each motion could create a strikingly different response to the same sound source. This was illustrated not only in the fundamental, but additionally in the harmonics.

4.2 Discussion

This work has the goal of using biomimetic paradigms; as such it allows for both a better understanding of the model organism while also using the structural and mechanistic paradigms of this organism to further technological advances [13]. Specifically, this is accomplished as the work sheds light on the physical paradigms of the dynamic biosonar systems of horseshoe bats. Previously, the effects of doppler shifts had been shown to aid in localization of objects [120], attention-driving mechanisms, and even in social behavior of bats [113]. It had not been determined whether the effects of the dynamics had effects to the overall shape and structure to the echo outside its main lobe, whether the scattering or absorption effects of high frequency sound [104] would minimize any significant effects of the motion. These observable effects respective to both azimuth and time shed light on possible ways bats can distinguish different objects from others in their surroundings. This hypothesis is currently been supported by data collected from foliage echoes indicating dynamics has a role to play in discerning different types of forests from each other [48].

As the need for robotic system moves towards adaptive systems [55], new design paradigms
need to allow for the system to be adaptable. This is critical for the design of the dynamic pinna and noseleaf system for the sonar head. The main elements for this system consist of acoustic baffles, motor system, and motor feedback.

First, the acoustic elements were updated to try to best mimic the properties of the bat. First, more detail was put into the structure of both the pinna and noseleaf systems, highlighted by the addition of the anitragus into the pinna system [100], and the design of muli-material ears to allow for complex motions without sacrificing stability [101]. Adding degrees of freedom to the pinna and noseleaf motion allows for expansion in the capabilities of the system; to do this, different options were analyzed, including motors and pneumatic actuation. Using motors has several benefits. Regardless of what type of motor is being used (DC, servo, stepper), they tend to be easy to program, follow simple to understand motion trajectory (usually a simple rotation), and are easy to mechanically attach to the system [21, 75]. However they are limited in their total range of motion to a single axis (making the design decidedly less less-lifelike), often require more power and are heavier when significant torque requirements are present. A pneumatics approach by comparison is less limited regarding the motions that can be created and can be directly interfaced with silicone baffles easier, less power required at higher torques, smaller overall mass close to baffles. However, they are harder to program, require careful distribution of airlines, and are harder to manufacture properly [99]. We found the pneumatic system provides more opportunity to look at changing conformation state in the ear by looking at interactions between sound and motion profiles. For replicating rigid motions observed in bats [79], using motors may be the better method as the motion is more linearly defined.

The prototype sensor system could be a possible answer for addressing challenges in proprioception and motion control, which is much more difficult in soft actuation systems compared with more conventional rigid ones [112]. This would allow for further expansion of imple-
menting behavior-based systems, which have been demonstrated to be able to allow for faster responses to complex tasks [10, 11], and have been illustrated to be able to be used to further understand the information flow in a perception-action loop [50]. Implementing accurate control in a soft system could further other applications that require accuracy and precision, such as tools being developed for laparoscopic surgeries [82], robotic exoskeletons for rehabilitation [77], or crawling/mobile robots [19]. A sensor-response algorithm still needs to be developed, which is hindered currently by non-linear components due to the material properties of the conductive nylon [14]. Adding more sensors may help this, as has shown to be the case in a sensor of a similar conceptual design (though different material) [44]. Behavior-based approaches could also be a possible solution as the control algorithm could account for the time-dependent properties of the material.

4.3 Conclusions

As the current state-of-the-art sensing systems lag behind biological systems in their ability to aid in autonomous navigation [86, 102], it is only logical to look to new design paradigms to develop more capable systems, both at a hardware and software level. Bioinspiration and/or biomimcry has allowed for the study of how living organisms accomplish similar tasks to inspire new methods of accomplishing these tasks [13]. This work has taken inspiration from the adaptations of horseshoe bats to characterize the physical properties of dynamic pinna and noseleaf motion and understand how this adaptation could be used to encode additional features for improved sensory systems. To accomplish this, the capabilities of the sonar head were greatly expanded from previous systems, with the addition of biomimetic structures with more degrees of freedom and the beginnings of a fast-acting motion feedback system. These accomplishments provide insights into the potential for improvements to
4.4 Recommendations for Future Work

The development of the sonar head over the course of the previous two versions greatly expanded the experimental capabilities of the biomimetic sonar head and has already lead to multiple publications [48, 100]. The next version of the sonar head should further press the possibilities for work to do be done here, and the following are recommended for updating the hardware of the system:

- Use the sonar head on a system in flight: It has been a goal of the lab for some time to use the system on a flying vehicular system such as a drone.

- Update data acquisition system to allow for longer acquisition period without significantly lowering the sampling frequency.

- Refine actuation and emitter systems to consume less power. This may require exploring alternative actuation mechanisms (such as using microfluidics or tendons) and continuing to explore different emission methods.

- Integrate the sensors into a feedback loop, perhaps using a behavior-based system.

Additionally, the following are recommended experiments to further exploration into the effects of dynamic peripheries on echoes and the relationship between perception and dynamic sensors:

- Use sonar head to analyze how different motion profiles affect responses from unique targets.
• Let the sonar head iteratively alter the motion profile in order to maximize a given signal characteristic, then observe the similarities and differences of these profiles across several targets or signal conditions.
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Appendix A

Sonar head version 4 design

This appendix describes the design paradigms of the fourth version of the sonar head, which was used to collect the data illustrating dynamic signatures present in echoes. This sonar head has been used to collect data described in [48, 100].

A.1 Mechanical Design

The design of the fourth sonar head allowed for it to be mounted to various devices through slits in the top and bottom as well as hand-carried to collect data (design shown in 1.2). The sonar head frame was constructed of acrylic for non-load-bearing elements and polyoxymethylene (delrin) for primary load support. The electronics were housed in a compartment in the rear of the sonar head, while all the sonar elements were mounted to a trapezoidal structure on the front of the sonar head. A total of five stepper motors were used to actuate the ears and noseleaf of the sonar head. Two larger (NEMA 17) stepper motors were responsible for the pinna actuation, while two smaller (NEMA 11) motors actuated opposite sides of the anterior leaf. A waveguide was used to direct sound from two electrostatic speakers (Senscomp, Livonia, Michigan) and to help create an approximation of a point source. This allows the sound to illuminate the noseleaf, resulting conformation changes/rapid deformations of the noseleaf affecting the outgoing sound. To help guide decision-making regarding ear position on the sonar head, a beampattern was taken of the pinna baffle and microphone.
The beampattern indicated that the pinna was more responsive to sound above it compared to sounds directly in front of it or below, as it was more responsive to sounds towards the center of the sonar than to the sides. With these properties in mind, the ears were angled 15° downwards (along x-axis, where x represents the width of the sonar head) and 10° towards the sides (along z-axis, where z represents the height of the sonar head). This helped align the beampatterns of the emitter and receiver.

A.2 Electronics

The electronics of this system (see figure A.1) were altered from previous versions to support the sonar head functioning as a portable system. There is a single board which acts as both amplifier and power distribution board. A two-stage AB-type amplifier drives two electrostatic speakers responsible for creating the pulses emitted from the amplifier. The power supply unit uses a small ATX power supply (Pico PSU, Ituner Networks Corporation, Fremont, California) to power the system. An additional boost converter is used to generate the high voltage (400V at .1A) required to drive the power amplifier of the emission system. Additionally, a shield over the motor controller is responsible for driving the stepper motors.

A.3 Software

The sonar head uses a SAM3X-based microcontroller (Arduino Due, Arduino, Ivrea Italy) to handle data acquisition, an ATMega-based microcontroller for motion control (Arduino Mega, Arduino, Ivrea, Italy), and an ARM-based single board computer to act as an onboard computer which starts and stops the system and provides the user interface (Raspberry Pi...
Figure A.1: **Electronics/ microcontrollers used on sonar head 4:** a. Integrated power distribution and amplifier board. b. Arduino Due microcontroller for data acquisition. c. Raspberry Pi single-board computer for user interface and/or data storage. Not pictured: Arduino Mega motor controller/ motor driver shield.

3, Adafruit, New York, NY). The interface was designed to run in “headless” mode, i.e. the system would collect data without input from the user whenever it was powered on. For in-lab experiments, the system could be configured to use a monitor. A small monitor was later added to the device, though there was not enough power to operate the entire system at maximum efficiency, thus any plotting/monitoring software ran very slow (1 echo per 10 seconds) in this version of the system.
Appendix B

Sonar head version 5 design

This appendix describes the design paradigms of the fifth version of the sonar head, currently in construction (see figure 3.1b for a rendering of the design in progress). The ear system of this model was used to show the effects of different motion profiles on acoustic data and is the first to include the base components for a motor feedback system. As the design is currently in its final stages of completion, there may be some discrepancies between what is described here and the final product. An incomplete prototype version of this sonar head was used to collect data in [101].

B.1 Mechanical Design

The sonar head used carbon fibre for load-bearing components and acrylic for non-load-bearing elements. Added to this version of the sonar head will be a touchscreen interface, as well as cameras to provide a stereo image. The overall size of the system is slightly larger to accommodate the additional systems inside the sonar head. There are two sets of mounts which protrude vertical in opposite directions from the sonar head; these are to allow mounting to a pan-tilt, zip-line, or drone platform for laboratory or field experiments.

The new design of the sonar head uses updated versions of the pinna and noseleaf. These are actuated with a pneumatic actuation system using a system of 16 valves (see chapter 3 for details). Additionally, a pan-tilt system has been designed to replicate the rigid ear rotations
seen in horseshoe bats [79].

Inside the sonar head, the electronics are elevated off the floor of the sonar head to allow for improved cable management and easier access to devices when debugging. The programming ports of all microcontrollers as well as USB, ethernet, and HDMI interfaces from the Jetson are available to the user from the outside of the box on the side panels.

### B.2 Electronics

The electronics of the system have been updated from the previous version. This was to keep the system up-to-date as well as fix issues present on the previous system. As in the previous robot design, the main systems of the robot are:

- Power system
- Emitter/amplifier system
- Motor control systems

The power system on the robot was updated to allow each individual line to be able to draw significantly more power. To accomplish this, the design was updated with modular power converters. The design uses switching converters, which are currently the most efficient method of power conversion [107] each rated at 40W. This is to ensure all components have enough power to run efficiently. This specifically fixes issues with the onboard computer system in the last build, which did not receive enough power to remain stable, especially if an external monitor was attached. The design is modular, with each card being able to “plug in” to a slot on a power hub within the sonar head, with the cards being removable from the outside. This allows the user to be able to alter the power system of the sonar head
B.2. Electronics

should power requirements change.

Problems with the previous sonar head’s emission system resulted in the experimentation with different emission system designs. The device needs an emission system which can produce an omnidirectional source to illuminate the noseleaf while also producing an adequate output signal to be able to maximize signal-to-noise level in the system. Conventional speakers often are very directional and can create distortions if trying to produce frequencies outside their ideal frequency band [85]. To address these issues a plasma tweeter was designed. This is a unique tweeter design in which sound is created by modulating an arc of electricity over a short distance [85, 122]. This is essentially accomplished by designing a high voltage power supply where the switching frequency driving the supply can be adjusted using a microcontroller [68]. Modern high-voltage power supply designs are resonant converters, which use the properties of electrical resonance coupled with those of an inductor-capacitor (LC) tank to generate high voltages with limited switching losses [107].

The tweeter functions as follows: an input waveform (desired audio) drives the gate of either one or two MOSFETs, which convert that voltage to a square wave. Resonance across the switch produces a sinusoidal waveform at the switch output [107]. A resonant circuit (LC tank) connected to this, then provides the step-up needed, creating a high-voltage sinusoid with the same frequency the MOSFET is switching at, which in turn is being controlled by our input waveform. While in a normal converter circuit, a rectifier would be used to convert the AC signal to a DC one [107], the tweeter simply arcs this high voltage signal over a small gap [68]. This results in the air becoming ionized, resulting in a massless speaker that produces sound over a plasma arc [85]. An updated version of the tweeter was designed using a different flyback transformer which would alter the resonance peak, pushing it to 120 kHz (original and updated designs depicted in figure In preliminary testing, the device has been able to emit a high frequency sound with little interference from the LC tank resonance with
use of the updated flyback transformer. The system should be backwards compatible, so if

![Image of motor control systems](image)

**Figure B.1: Plasma tweeter initial and updated designs:**
a. Original model of a plasma tweeter, purchased online as a “singing tesla coil”, and used as a reference for future circuits. b. Updated circuit for the plasma tweeter’s driving circuit c. A small (<3mm) gap is produced by the revised version of the plasma tweeter. Electromagnetic interference causes the halogen bulb to glow.

this design has problems with implementation, reverting to the previous amplifier system should not be difficult.

The motor control systems consist of driver circuitry designed to take low-power control signals from a microcontroller and drive the motors and valves for the sonar head. A series of MOSFETs are used to drive the valves, while specialized driver circuits are used to drive two stepper motors. Servos need no additional driver circuitry (the driver is onboard)

### B.3 Software

This sonar head featured the addition and expansion of the software system on the sonar head. As this design added more motor functionality when compared with the previous system (16 valves/4motors compared with 5 motors), the motor control is handled by two devices separately to account for this. The devices are organized by the devices they control,
motors are driven using one device, valves with the other (two Teensy 4.0, PJRC, Sherwood, Oregon). The data acquisition system uses an improved chipset (SAMD51) compared with the previous version (SAM3X), integrated on a new microcontroller (M4 Grand Central, Adafruit, New York, New York). This system upgraded the method of data acquisition and transfer to using direct memory access (DMA), which by using a controller (DMAC), can initiate memory read/write cycles independently of the CPU [71].

Finally, the onboard computer was upgraded to include more powerful specifications (Jetson Nano, Nvidia, Santa Clara, California). This new system featured a separate graphics chipset (128-core Maxwell), as well as significantly more RAM (4 GB). Additionally, by using NVIDIA’s JetPack API, the user has the ability to integrate algorithms optimized to run on the Jetson hardware, allowing for further expansion of the system capabilities. The new system uses a GUI to allow the user to be able to interface easily with the sonar head and to actively monitor echoes as they return to the system, utilizing a small touchscreen monitor mounted to the rear of the sonar head. It has shown to be more responsive than the previous version of the sonar head in its current state.

The low-level controllers (motion and data acquisition) communicate to each other via serial peripheral interface (SPI). The onboard computer communicates with the data acquisition unit via a Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) protocol. Due to the nature of the system and the need to acquire data on a millisecond timescale, the latency between systems must be as low as possible, particularly between systems performing tasks during or for data acquisition. These protocols were determined to be the optimal method of transmission given the low latency produced.